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Should SGA and ACE merge? It's election time

allow the new SGA members
to learn the ways of
News ff.Wier
SGA." He feels that before
It is voting time again the new members start
as the spring 2002 SGA their duties, this will proelections get underway on vide a chance for them to
March 19.
understand what the duIt is the first time in ties en tail.
SGA history that elections
Geof Morris, a current
only for the House and member of the judicial
Executive posts are being branch, agreed with Jobes.
conducted. There are 35 He said that if the elecpositions up for grabs in tions were planned to be
the house, which is a sig- held after spring break,
nificant increase from the the members would enter
previous number of 20.
their respective offices by
This undoubtedly will the second week of April,
increase the opportun ity and before they knew it,
for more students to join final exams would arrive,
the SGA and participate in which gave them little .
important decisions made time to understand how
on campus. Students SGAworks.
should be aware th at
Both Jobes and Morris
March 1 is the deadline for said they are looking forapplications to be received ward to seeing more new
students coming forward
for any of the positions.
The elections were to run in the elections.
originally planned for "This election cycle is a
sometime after spring great opportunity for stubreak, but a decision was dents who care about
recently made to resched- UAH to get involved in
ule the election dates to helping to guide the Unifall before spring break, versity. With 35 positions
which is the last week of available in the house and
March.
also the President and ExDale Jobes, the Presi- ecutive Vice President podent of SGA, explained sitions open, no one can
this decision and stated, honestly say that they
"As the elections have don't have a shot at getbeen advanced, now there
is a transition period to
See Voting, Page 11

By Aravind Gedela

By Christina
Vanzandt
News ff.Wier

And Jennifer Hill
Editor-in-Cltief
Recently, the SGA
proposed an amendment, amidst much controversy, that sought to
merge SGA and ACE
into one entity, however
a lack of votes at Monday night's SGA meeting
has momentarily placed
this amendment on hold.
Geof Morris explained that there are
two reasons for this
amendment. According
to Morris, students on
campus have voiced
concerns about having
more student input with
ACE activities. He also
stated that SGA programming is run by legislators who should be
coming up with ideas
and not just executing
them.
"Moving student programming to the executive branch solves both
problems," stated Morns. He believes it will
allow for more student
input and will give SGA
legislators more help

with implementing program.
If the merge were to
happen, SGA would create a Student Activities
Board. Morris believes
that SGA can better reach
students' needs because of
sheer numbers. There are
currently five Cabaret Directors as opposed to 35
student elected SGA
house members. "With
more student input, programs will be more appealing," said Morris.
However, Monday
night's meeting has stilted
the process of approving
the amendment since the
required majority of twothirds of the vote was not
reached. " We didn' t get
two-thirds (of the vote)
from the people that were
there, said SGA member,
George Olden, "We
haven't had a full meeting
in a long time."
"The only way it (the
resolution) will be
brought back up is if
someone reconsiders, and
then it will go to final action again and we will
take another vote," continued Olden. "It's dead for
now unless someone tries
to reintroduce it in the

A l ack of v otes at Monday night's S GA meeting put an
amendment to uni~ SGA and A CE at aatandatill. (Photo by am.
Brown)

next SGA meeting."
The merging of the two
organizations would also
me;,n the merging of budgets. SGA would contribute about $30,000, while
ACE would bring approximately $100,000.
Morris said money has
nothing to do with the
merging. "SGA doesn' t
need more money to do
their job," added Morris.
At one time SGA and
ACE were under the same
body. Steve Bruce said the
reason for the split was

because SGA is a governing body, designed to
take concerns upward to
dministration. Programming has nothing
to do with government,
which is why the split
occurred.
ACE Cabaret Director, Garrett Parr, said
ACE was never consulted about the amendment until after it had
already been brought
before the SGA. Parr

See Should,. Page 11

Fashion show to benefit memory of UAH professor
By Jennifer Hill
Editor-in-Cltief
This Saturday, the
Huntsville Designers
Against Breast Cancer
(DABC) will present a
fashion show at the VBC
to benefit the Cristy Thomas Foundation, established in memory of a
UAH nursing professor
who fell victim to breast
cancer.
The effort, which began
in 1996 was an immediate

sell-out and has grown in
popularity and size since
its original debut. "We ran
out of tickets at the door
(the first year)," said
Ellena Smith, the designer
mastermind of Lejeune
Productions and the
woman who conjured the
idea to start a benefit for
the American Cancer Society.
About 300 people were
in attendance at the first
show, which included a
silent auction, and the
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benefit was deemed an
instant success. "The
crowd was enthused and
energetic," said Smith,
"we had a special segment, as we do today,
dedicated to survivors."
The idea for a fashion
benefit for the American
Cancer Society originated
with Smith, whose aunt
had recently been diagnosed with breast cancer.
"When I saw a video clip
in Parisian's about the Target Breast Cancer Cam-

paign, supported by top
designers in New York, I
began to think about taking my skills an experience of fashion design to
raise funds for breast cancer programs and research
on a local level."
From there, Smith took
her idea to the community
and ran classified ads to
see whether other fashion
designers wanted to join
her. The response was
See Fashion, Page 3

Left Fuhiona by Lejeune Productions and more will be preaen~
at the D esignen Against Breast Cancer fuhlon show Saturday at 7
p.m. in the VBC. Right: Pictured ii Cristy Thomas, the nursing
professor who died of breut cancer. All proceeds from the ahow
will go to the Cristy Thomas Foundation. (Photos courtesy of Ellena
Smith of LeJeune Productions and Cathy Richard)

UAHtakes
four last
weekend

Motltllllln:
Is it worth the
money?
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NASA"Vomet Comet" defies gravity
'Zech

Talk
By Greg Bacon
'l1!clt110/ogy Coltmmist
gbacon@cs.uah.edu

The Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals recentJy
handed down a controversial copyright ruling involving framing and linking, two important World
Wide Web concepts. Rather than applying the reasonable person principle, the court declined to allow its failure of understanding to prevent the addition of yet another judgment to our nation's collection of ham fisted jurisprudence.
Let's pause to define terms. Li11kti1g is creating a
hyperlink, which, in the context of the WWW, is an
element that upon selection directs a browser to retrieve the resource at a certain Uniform Resource
Locator (URL). The Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corporntion
decision definesjhmring (also called ti1/ti11i1cf) as using a "full~ ized image, imported directly from the
originating web site." Despite the narrow definition (in this case, the copyrighted works are images),
one can frame content other than images.
The plaintiff, Les Kelly, is a professional photographer who displays examples of his work on the
web. Kelly accused Arriba Soft Corporation-now
known as Ditto.com-of displaying his works in a
search engine in such a way that it infringed his
copyright. Arriba's search engine produced thumbnails-small, lower-resolution images-that the user
couJd click to view a framed image. The court ruled
that the thumbnails were a fair use because they're
"significantly transformative" but that "the display
of the larger image [i.e., framing] is a violation of
Kelly's exclusive right to publicly display his
works."
Les Kelly, like the Recording Industry Association of America did in RJAA n Napster, ignores a fundamental truth: if you distribute works in a medium
such that perfect copies are cheap and easy to make,
then you may as well give it away. Kelly has an
advantage that RIAA doesn't: he has the ability to
more tightly control the distribution of his \.\Ork. If
Kelly didn' t want people to have full-sized copies
of his work, then he shouldn't have put them on the
web, a restriction that isn't prohibitive because images used in webpages are usually nowhere near
photo quality. (Similarly, Lars Ulrich accused
apster of distributing his masters, extremely highquality audio recordings, even though the MP3 format is lousy and relatively poor quality.) More importantly, if Kelly didn't want other websites to
inline his images, he could have configured his web
server to disallow such use, thus avoiding the costly
court battle.
As a Warren Buffett capitalist, I find America's
brand of lazy capitalism distressing. Rather than
digging it out, competing in the market, and, I don' t
know, actually being creative and intelligent, we're
too eager to plead with the government to subsidize mediocre business models with the coercive
power of State. Kelly v. Arn/Jo was a totally unnece sary case, but now, thanks to lazy capitalism, we
have a bad ruling that the out-of-touch and the nonindustrious will use as a shillelagh to pound people
who understand the web and who aren't doing anything wrong. The funny part is that lazy capitalists
such as Les Kelly and RIAA are shooting themselves
in the foot by contracting their markets. Studies have
shown that MP3 sharing increases music purchases
by allowing listeners to try-before-buy. The same
logic applies to search engines that could potentially
bring more buyers to Kelly's website.
The lesson from all this? Don' t bother trying to
idiot-proof because there will a lways be a bigger
idiot.
Read Tire Exponent online at www.uahexponent.com

By Chris Brown
News m-itn'
If NASA awarded frequent flyer miles for time
on
its
KC-135
microgravity aircraft,
UAH would certainJy be
at the top of the list. Three
teams from UAH are flying on ASA's KC-135 in
2002, following in the footsteps of a great number of
previous flyers.
ASA's KC-135, a
modified Air Force tanker,
is used to simulate
microgravity, or the near
absence of gravity such as
that experienced in Earth
orbit, by flying a series of
parabolic trajectories.
The aircraft drops
about 8,000 feet of altitude
in about 30 seconds, simu1a ting weightlessness,
then immediately climbs
back to the origina l altitude, applying about two

times the force of gravity
before entering another
microgravity phases. This
is done 30 to 40 times during a flight, which is why
the KC-135 has earned the
nickname "Vomit Comet."
Researchers use the aircraft to perform experiments or tests during the
short microgravity phase.
Amore widely known use
for the a ircraft was for
filming the movie Apollo
13, in which all of the
weightless scenes were
shot aboard the KC-135.
Ousama Abushagar,
Ande Boyer, and Chris
Brown lead the three
UAH teams for 2002.
Abushagar's team is
flying a n exp eriment
called "Acceleration Measu reme nt in Reduced
Gravity by Fiber Optic
Accelerometer-Phase 2."
The experiment seeks to
use new fiber-optic tech-

nology to measure acceleration.
TraditionaJ techniques
use very expensive equipment that measures the
change in an electro-magnetic field to determine
acceleration. The proposed method will measure the tension in a fiberoptic cable to gain a more
accurate acce leration
reading from a much less
expensive instrument.
Boyer's team is flying
an experiment called "Effects of Microgravity on
Human Work." The experiment seeks to quantify
and explain a phenomenon observed in the performance of simple tasks
in microgravity.
Several NASA Principal Investi gators have
noted that simple tasks,
such as adjustments or attachment of fasteners, performed by astronauts on

orbit regularly have too
much force applied to
them. This project will tt.>St
whether there is an actual
difference between work
in Earth gravity and work
in microgravity.
Bro~'s team is flying
an experiment called "Effects of Microgravity on
Human Coord ination.n
This experiment seeks to
test the change in reaction
times and the time necessa ry to adapt to the
microgravity environment.
From birth, the human
brain is trained with the
knowledge that there is
constant downward acceleration that affects the
motion of any object. This
experiment will test the
length of time necessary to
adapt to a lack of constant
downward acceleration.
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Across the Campus
What do you think about
S. G.A. taking over A. C.E.?
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Anthony
Cofield
M.A.E.

Freshmen
"They do not need to step
in where they are not
needed. SGA needs to
stand up and do something because they have
not done anything since I
have been here."

Tiffany
'Irainer
Undecided

Sophomore
"Ct's crazy. It would make
more sense to keep SCA
separate."

James
Gray
Computer
Engineering
Junior
" I question SCA' s motives
for taking over ACE. I
think that they shouldn' t
because they have h ad a
lot of internal money
problems. Why should
they h ave more power
over money if they can not
manage their own organization."

Stephan
Brewster
Computer
Engineering
Junior
"I think that they
shou Id remain seperate.
There should be a balance
of power.. I am concerned
about SGA funding. Are
they managing their
money correctly."

Participants Needed
~e~thy ~en or worn~~ needed to help assess a new HIV test. Only one
v1s1t required and part1c1pants will be compensated $25 for their time. Call
•
· i:
Planned Parenthood of Alabama at 539-2746 1-&0 r more 1n1ormat1on.
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UAH, P.R. director works well under pressure
By Jennifer R. Hill
EditorillCltief
Autographed flyers
from Big Spring Jam and
works of art from the
Huntsville Museum of Art
cover his office walls in a
careful arrangement that
seemingly reflects the
composed form of Joe l
Lonergan, UAH's Director
of Public Relations. His
calm demeanor is surprising considering that this
busy director, father of
three, and ultimate
spokesman of UAH is also
the Director of Big Spring
Jam for the next two years.
The Birmingham native
and graduate ofUA (University of AlabamaTuscaloosa), seems tireless
and is ultimately involved
in most of the vital parts

of UAH's structure. Yet
the extent of his hurried
lifestyle doesn't show by
looking at him because
Lonergan' s placid demeanor belies his flurried
environment. Lonergan's
smooth features and easy
mannerreflectthecultivation of an accomplished
speaker, writer, and
spokesman.
As Public Relations Director
since
1989,
Lonergan has been responsible for handling all
publications and the news
service for UAH that has
coordinated publicity for
Huntsville from news
agencies as notable as
CNN. "I love Huntsville
andlreallyenjoyworking
at UAH," said Lonergan.
It shows. Somehow
Lonergan couldn't man-

age to stop talking about
UAHduringtheentireinterview, despite attempts
to draw the conversation
back to himself, the focus
of the meeting.
According to Lonergan, he handles "Insight
(the university's newsletter), all alumni material,
news releases (for UAH)
and student recruitment."
In addition, he is involved
with bringing acts to
Frosh Mosh and Spring
Break and also works
closely with the Publications Board which handles
UAH's student newspaper, Tile Exponent, and
Arete, the literary magazine of UAH.
His enthusiasm for
UAHseems uncontainable and he's definitely
not shy about showing his

Fashion, continued. from Page 1
positive and Smith re- at UAH in memory of her occasion," explained
ceived "clearance from the sister, Cristy, as well.
Smith.
American Cancer Society,
This year's fashion
The 2002 show will also
made alliances with Bo- show promises to be big- feature clips from breast
som Buddies (a support ger than ever with numer- cancer survivors telling
group for those dealing ous fashion designers and what it means to them to
with breast can cer), and retailers from all over the "be alive". Local models,
gave birth to the Hunts- city ready to "show their which are all volunteers,
ville Council of Fashion wares." Among the pre- are gearing up for the
Designers."
senting designers are event as well by pulling
"The Council has McRae's, Phat Urban long practices with fashraised approxima tely Gear, Barry's Menswear, ion coordinators and de$10,000 for the American LeJeune, and Henig Furs. signers.
Cancer Society in the past
In addition to local
Smith was enthusiastic
6 years," said Smith, "this models, the fashion show about the opportunities
year will be the first year will showcase the talents available for the particithat the proceeds will go of numerous breast cancer pating models and stated,
the Cristy Thomas Foun- survivors who will be out- "We're happy to say, that
dation." Cristy Thomas, a fitted by McRae' s. "We are because of some of the
former nursing professor happy to have them on models' involvement,
for UAH and then breast board with us, and think they have received honors
cancer survivor, was one the theme for thjs year's by their schools and it has
of the original speakers s how "Style Unity" is helped them in receiving
and supporters of the first more than fit~ng for the certain types of scholarfashion benefit.
Cathy Richard, Cristy's
7th Annual
twin sister, breast cancer
Designers Against Breast Cancer
survivor and speaker at
the show, established the
Cristy Thomas Foundation after the death of her
sister in January of 1998.
According to Richard,
"the fund goes for local
support (financial support) for women who
have breast cancer." FiSaturday, Februcny 23. 2002 ~
nancial support "includes-paying bills, fundVon Braun Center
ing family or couple vacaWest Hal
tion time, counseling, and
6:30p.m.
providing gifts." In addiRece
• rtm:OIIS~m AJJcton
tion to the foundation, Richard also helped estab7 :30p.m.
lish a nursing scholarship
Fa

Do YOU want

to run f or SGA
president?
~oaticms
available at the
u.c. fzcnt desk
on March 1.

Tickets $20 per person/ $35 per couple
Proceects go to the Crls1y Thomas FOO'ldcrtlon
loco!~ Aneta, lee MJsho!l. W~F-N 48 emcee the event
Ooltwig provkied bv crea loshlon designers ood select 1etdlers

·r,ckets available at UC front desk

university pride. Lonergan takes every opportunity to promote UAH to
the public. In fact, he uses
the crowd of Big Spring
Jam to his advantage and
is part of the crew that
hands out student recruitment materials and UAH
nightlights. "I love the
Jam, and it works out well
for UAH; we hand out
nightlights and it gives us
anopportunitytoputour
students out there," said
Lonergan, "It's the best
place to hand out materials."
Lonergan' s love for
UAH was evident as he
spoke of his admiration
for the accomplishments
of UAH's graduates and
the opportunities that
UAH offers prospective
students. "I'm very lucky;

I work in a place where I
can look a kid in the eye
and tell them that they
will learn and will learn
how to learn," said
Lonergan with a thoughtful expression.
Lonergan hasn't always been at UAH. His
fascination with public relations
began
in
Tuscaloosa (UA)wherehe
pursued interests in advertising and public relations. He then began
working for the university
in his senior year under
the direction of UA's Director of Public Relations
and found that his interest
inpublicrelationswentto
a deeper level. Then, after
ashortoutofstatestintat
Indiana State University
with h is wife, Lonergan
was offered the position of

Pubhc R~lahons Director
by UAH_m 1989.
.
Despite ~he achievements of his successful
career, Lonergan wasn't
keen about talking about
himself. Somehow he always managed to bring
the conversation back to
UAH, yet that isn't surpnsmg
because
Lonergan's love for UAH
and belief in its future is
easy to see through his
promotion of UAH even
while he was being interviewed for a profile. Yet,
Lonergan's sincerity is
undoubtedly believable.
"I think its (UAH's)future
is whatever we decide to
make of it," said Lonergan
and somehow when
Lonergan says it, you can't
help but believe him.

ships; some have gotten
local modeling jobs, and
one that I know of is now
signed with an agent."
Also present at the
event will be WAFF-TV 48
local news anchor, Lee
Marshall, who has emceed
the event for the past three
years. ''We feel she's a part

of the fashion family, said
Smith, "We've developed
a relationship with her
and WAFF-TV 48."
Tickets for the event are
$20 per p erson, $35 per
couple and the event will
be held in the West Hall of
the Von Braun Center. The
runway show begins at 7

p .m . with the reception,
exhibit, and auction starting at 6:30 p .m. Tickets
may b e obtained at the
U.C. information desk.
For more information, go
t
0

www.lejeureproduct
or call 539-0001 or 8802854.

Show your school spirit, wear your colc,s!.
Come down to the VBC for exciting NBA
quality sports entertainment!!
Feature your student group/organization
with in-arena recognition and publici

Ask about our rewarding
Sports Management
internship programs!!
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c.s. professor crosses the boundary
Greek
Speak
By Patrick Bobo
Greek Collllltldat
snakemb134@
hotmail.com

Delta Zeta has a mixer planned with Alpha Tau
Omega on Friday. They are having a lie-Dye Mixer.
On Saturday they will be helping with the Science
Olympiad, a competition in which high school age
kids come and compete in various academic races.
They help every year, and this year will be in charge
of up to three competitions.
Kappa Delta's National Officer, Tammy Call,
visited with the chapter this week. She was here
evaluating the chapter, and it was a very good visit
according to Greek Advisor Cathi Curtis. She
namely pointed out a "great recruitment and
gr_ades:" Kap~a
D lta also _has a mixer coming up
with;F1 ~p~
a onFnday. They are going to
watch a fiun · e~ght game at the VBC.
Alpha Tau Omega had it's Twelfth Annual Basketball Dribble this past Saturday. The event began at UNA's campus, and the ATOs dribbled the
77 miles from Florence to Spragins Hall, on UAH's
campus. The event benefited the American Cancer Society, and it is the largest single philanthropy
that any UAH fraternity does. The final totals are
in and they estimate that they raised approximately
$3,000.
Alpha Tau Omega received a State Proclamation
from Senator Tom Butler during Friday's UAH
Board of Trustees Meeting for being the top ATO
Chapter in the nation. During the meeting, Greeks
• across campus were spoken highly about. Congratulations to ATO on getting themselves and the
UAH Greeks recognized by the state.
Delta Chi traveled to their regional convention
last weekend and the pinning of their new members will be tonight. They are also busy planning
and building the ship for their annual Pirate Party
on February 23.
Kappa Alpha Psi had Lheir Greek Step Show last
night, with four groups of Greeks competing: Alpha Phi Alpha, Alpha Tau Omega, Kappa Alpha
Psi, and Sigma Nu. The winners were not available at press time and will be announced next week.
Pi Kappa Alpha's Women of UAH calendar will
be coming out soon, so, be on the lookout for that.
Pike also has a mixer this weekend with Kappa
Delta and the Huntsville Flight. They have a mixer
with Delta Zeta scheduled for March 8. Congratulations to the Pike pledges, as they were formally
pledged last Friday.
Sigma Nu had their Mardi Gras Party last weekend with Bishop Black playing, and despite being
Valentine's weekend, people still came out to have
fun. Sigma u is doing the UAH Alumni Phonea-Thon this week at the Alumni House for a
fundraiser. This weekend, they have Alumni Night
at the house in which the alumni will come and
hang out.
After Alumni Night, they will be having Brotherhood Retreat and getting little brothers. The guys
also have a mixer with Kappa Delta scheduled for
March 9. Last Saturday, Sigma Nu beat Pi Kappa
Alpha in Intramural Hockey, for another IFC point.
The next Interfraternity Council meeting is tomorrow at 1 p.m. in the University Center. All of
the appointed positions have been filled. The three
new officers are Delta Chi Keith Sedberry as Special Events Chairman, Pi Kappa Alpha Shawn Powers as Intramural Chairman. and Pi Kappa Alpha
Anthony Cofield as Public Relations Chairman.
Congratulations to those guys on their appointments.

Read us on line at
www.uahexponent.com

between science and performing
By Leslie Crow
For 11,eExpo#ellt
Take a look around the
office, and get a glimpse of
the wide range of his abilities. Indecipherable diagrams
cover
the
whiteboard, but in the
middle of these is a sketch
of something that looks
suspiciously like the pipes
under a kitchen sink. He
had been trying to help
someone with a plumbing
problem, drawing upon
his own early job experience as a plumber.
Then there's the wall
covered with posters advertising various productions from Huntsville's
community
theater
groups. Such a display
might lead some to believe
they were in the office of
humanities professor, but
Dr. Harry Delugach, Associate Professor of Computer Science at UAH,
regularly crosses the
boundary between science and the arts.
From plumbing to acting to folk dancing to com-

edy, Delugach is a m~ of
many talents who particularly shines as an entertainer. While plumbing, a
trade he learned from his
father, does not occupy
much of his time anymore,
he frequently displays his
entertaining talents on the
local stage, at community
dances, and even in everyday conversation on the
campus of UAH.
Delugach has proven
the wide range of his theatrical abilities, both onstage and off, in numerous
Huntsville productions.
He not only acts and directs, but also sings and
dances his way through
m u sicals.
Dancing
weaves itself into other
aspects of his life as well.
As for singing, while he
learned plumbing from
his father, he said that he
learned to sing by "trying
to sing along with Paul
McCartney" (h e made
sure to comically over-emphasize the word "trying"
in that statement).
As an actor, Delugach
recently explored the

depths of both his acting
ability and his psyche
while entertaining audiences as the devious,
power-hungry Thomas
Cromwell in Theatre
Huntsville's A111u• of llrt•
Tlro11sond Days.
In character, he transformed his usual friendly,
open countenance into a
tight-lipped sneering
smile and narrowed, calculating eyes. According
to Delugach, although
playing the villain did involve getting in touch
with a darker side of himself, this role required a
major departure from his
real-life personality.
But don't just take his
word for it-other members of the Huntsville theater community agree: actor/ directors Phil Thames
and Jim Zielinski described Delugach as "a
nice guy" and "generous,"
respectively. Delugach
said that he enjoyed playing the villain because
"the good guy has to be
balanced and fair, which
restricts what the actor

GET SQUARED AWAY

Take _care of all your
graduati~n needs at once.
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playing the good
do," while the a
ing the villain
"over the top."
Delugach's de
the chance to go,,
top"
reflec
entertainer's
enthusiasm a
As Zielinski
almost never
mad, but he d
cited ." Delug
that excitement
the diverse a ·
involved in,
contra dan ·
Contra da
form of Ame
dancing, so
squaredan ·
not only dan
"calls," whi
teaching a
dance to a
dancers and
leading them ttm:lllllt
along with the
a caller, he m
dancers entert
choosing in
dances and lea
smoothly.
Unlike many
said, he actually
teaching part of
duties, since t
motor skill lik
provides a "ni
with his day jo
With a grin, he
calling dances t
plays; in both ca
appear to be in
you're not."
caller and the
eventually have
of Lhe reins and all
dancers/ actors t
form, he said.
curtain goes up
music starts, any
happen, Deluga
which creates an
of "ambiguity"
prise that he lov
Finally, Deluga
least one more e
ing talent: he is
dian with a joke
occasion! Or as
said, "He's kin . ~
kook!" Try askinghiln
a joke the next tune yOI
meet him around cainP"
in the theater, or on '-:
dance floor. Here's orie
his favorites:
bJ
Aslug gets ~~NJ
a snail. At the nosr•--:friends ask, "What 111P'
pened?"
. 1
The s lug rep be5,
don't know-it all hlP°"
pened so fast!"

FREE
ncI<ETS!!!
See Page 11 for detail9
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UAH baseball hits opener of schedule
By Jamie Gilliam
llAH Sports I1tfo1'11tllti01t
Coach Bobby Pierce's
squad entered last week
with a tough row to hoe so
to speak by having to
travel to Delta State for a
two-game mid-week set
and then return home for
a doubleheader against St.
Joseph's College this past
Sunday.
UAH def. Delta St. 85, 9-5 F (2/12-2/13)
The No. 3 Chargers and
No. 7 Statesmen met up in
Cleveland, Miss., for a
rematch of last year's
South Central Regional finals in which Delta St.
used a bottom of the ninth
comeback to earn a trip to
the College World Series.
UAH drew first blood
by scoring th.r ee in the second after walks by seniors
Jake Mathis and Philip
Donaldson, who both
scored on a three-run blast
by freshman Wes Hopper.
The Statesmen tied
things up on Charger
starter Brent Davenport
by scoring one in the second and two in the third.
A pair of costly mistakes gave the Chargers a
5-3 advantage in the top of
the fifth when Mathis
walked
again
and
Donaldson slammed his
first home run of the season to put UAH out in
front 7-3.
Delta St. rallied in the

sixth and seventh by scoring a run in each inning
before reliever Justin
Nolen slammed the door
shut. It was Nolen's first
save of the season.
Sophomore Wes Long
led off the ninth with a
solo home run to give the
Chargers an insurance
measure and put UAH on
top 8-5.
After a 3-for-4 performance on Tuesday, junior
Drew Newsom led the
way for UAH again in the
Charger's extra-inning 95 win by going 3-for-6 at
the plate and driving in
four runs.
UAH rallied from a 4-1
deficit in the top of the
ninth to lead 5-4 before
Delta State sent the game
to an extra frame.
The Chargers stormed
back in the top of the 10th
as Donaldson stroked a
one-out double and eventually scored the gamewinning run in a fom-run
outburst against DSU
closer Dusty Hughes.
Sophomore left-hander
Kyle Olson registered his
second win of the season
by pitching five strong innings in relief of sophomore starter Adam Bass,
who tossed the first five
innings.
UAH def. St. Joseph's
7-5, 8-2 F (2/17)
When your starting
pitching doesn't allow any
earned runs, you are usually in for a good day. That

Sportsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Men's Basketball
Feb. 11 Oakland City, IN Oakland City W 64-50
Feb. 16 Valdosta, GA *Valdosta State L 77-64
Upcoming game
Feb. 23 Home *Lincoln Memorial 7;9(}p,ll)..

llAH Sports Info1'11tlltion
Director
The UAH Chargers
men's basketball team is
on the bubble for a spot in
the Gulf South Conference
tournament as they split a
pair of games last week.
UAH 64, Oakland
City 50 F (2/11)
The Charger men's basketball team maintained
their reputation for being
terrible home guests by
winning their seventh
straight game on the road.
The Chargers jumped on
Oakland City and kept on
chopping away until they
came away with a 64-50
victory.
With the win, the

Chargers improved to 167.
Fred McGinnis and
Zach Carpenter poured in
14 points each to spearh ead the UAH attack.
McGinnis also had six rebounds and five assists.
Jamie Gardner added 10
points for the Chargers.
Like in the first meeting
between the two teams,
the Chargers raced out to
a big lead, but this time,
the Mighty Oaks wouldn't
find their way back. UAH
lead 23-4 early and
cruised into halftime with
a 38-22 lead.
Oakland City never got
closer than 13 points in the
second half.
Meanwhile, the Chargers would lead by as much

r.r.

Women's Ba~~efbad/
!w
T M'11"'lm1t1:.
1

11>1

Wes Hopper (10) congratulates Wes Long (8) after he scores a ninthinning homerun to lead the Chargers to an S.S win Tuesday. (Photo
by Jason Acosta)

was such the case for the
third-ranked UAH Chargers as they swept visiting
St. Joseph's College 7-5
and 8-2 this past Sunday.
.Charger starters Bass
and Matt Jansen picked
up their first wins of the
season as UAH improved
to 7-1 on the young season.
ln the opener, the
Charger offense was
sparked by a grand slam
by
senior
Hector
Guadalupe on a 0-2 count.
Justin Barnes went 3for-4 at the plate and
scored three of UAH's
seven runs in the contest.
Bass pitched five solid
innings, allowing four hits
and three unearned runs
to pick up the win.
Jansen, allowing only

three hits picked up the
win in game two for UAH.
He tossed four strong innings, allowing no runs
and striking out five.
Mathis and Hopper
drove in a pair of runs
each to spark the offense
in the nightcap. Andy
Evans and Seth Bowen,
who each had two hits in
the contest, also aided
them.
The baseball squad will
be back in action at Joe
Davis Stadium to take on
Oakland University on
Feb. 23 and 24.
On the Feb. 23 there
will a doubleheader between the two foes followed by the series closer
on Feb. 24. First pitch for
both days will be at 2 p.m.

Chargers split games over the week
By Antoine Bell

Charger

as 23 points. Chris
Scobey's 3-pointer gave
the Chargers a 60-37 lead
with 6:43 left in the game.
Valdosta St. 77, UAH
64 F (2/16)

The Charger men's baske tba 11 team must-win
took a big rut this past Saturday.
The Valdosta State
Blazers completed a season sweep of the Chargers
with a 77-64 win.
The loss dropped UAH
to 16-8 and 6-6 in the GSC
East. The setback also has
the Chargers on the brink
of elimination from the
GSC Tournament field for
the first time in three seasons.
Valdosta State co ntrolled the game from the

.................... ..... .' ... .................. ................ .

. . .. . .

opening tip and held a
commanding 38-23 lead at
halftime.
The second half only
got worse for the Chargers as the Blazers led by as
much as 22 points. The
closest the Chargers
would come is the final
margin.
Freshman guard Jamie
Gardner paced the Chargers with 14 points. Zach
Carpenter added 10 for
UAH.
T h e Chargers must
now win out and have
some help to earn a trip to
Tupelo.
Lincoln
Memorial
comes to town on senior
night next Saturday, February 23. Tip is at 7 p.m.

... -

Feb. 11 Oakland City, IN Oakland City L 76~7 I
Feb. 16 Valdosta, GA *Valdosta State L 50-47
Feb. 18 Home *West Alabama L 70-69
Upcoming game
Feb. 23 Home *Lincoln Memorial 5:00 p.m.

Tennis
Upcoming matches
Feb. 15 Wallace State (M&W); Hancevi1le, AL
4:30p.m.

Baseball
Feb. 12 Cleveland, MS Delta State W 8-5
Feb. 13 Cleveland, MS Delta State W 9-5
Feb. 17 Home St. Joseph's W 7-5
17 Home St. Joseph's W 8-2
Upcoming games
Feb. 23 Home Oakland Univ. (DH) 2:00 p.m.
Feb. 24 Home Oakland Univ. 2:00 p.m.

Softball
Feb. 10 Pulaski, TN Martin Methodist W 5-1
Feb. IO Pulaski, TN Martin Methodist L 4-3
Games played at Tunica, MS consist of the GSC
Crossover Tournament.
Feb. 15 Tunica, MS Delta State L 7-2
Feb. 15 Tunica, MS Arkansas-Monticello (Rain Out)
Feb. 15 Tunica, MS Southern Arkansas (Rain Out)
Feb. 16 Tunica, MS So. Ill-Edwardsville L 8-6
Feb. 16 Tunica, MS Central Arkansas L 7-~
Upcoming games:
GSC/SSC Cro sover Classic
Feb. 22 Valdosta, GA *Valdosta State 11 :00 a.m.
Feb. 23 Valdosta, GA Barry 12:00 p.m.
Feb. 23 Valdosta, GA Eckerd 2:00 p.m.
Feb. 24 Valdosta, GA Lynn I 0:00 a.m.
Feb. 24 Valdosta, GA Tampa 12:00 p.m.

Track & Field
Feb. 23 Sewanee, TN Sewanee Indoor Invitational

Hockey
Feb. 15 Colorado Spring *Air Force L 6-3
Feb. 16 Colorado Spring *Air Force L 6-5
Upcoming games
Feb. 22 Findlay, OH *Findlay 6:05
Feb. 23 Findlay, OH *Findlay 6:05
.. Denotes a conference game

.. .. ............. ..................,.
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Chargers clipped by Air Force Academy
tenth goal of the year on a
power play.
Sports Writer
Shortly
after
Charlebois' s ta II y, the
The Chargers men's Chargers were able to take
hockey team headed into the lead on a goal by freshColorado Springs, CO. man Craig Bushey, who
this past weekend to was sent in on a breakway
square off against the Air and was able put the puck
Force Academy. It was a behind
the
Falcon
crucial weekend for the goaltender.
Chargers who, after last
Bushey' s sixth of the
week's sweep of Findlay, season gave the Chargers
were making their way up at 2-1 going into the first
the standings in the CHA. intermission.
However, the Chargers
The lone second period
were unable to squeeze goal came when the Falout a win in the tough Ca- cons tied the score at 2-2
det lee Arena, going down five minutes into the pe6-3 on Friday night and 6- riod.
5 on Saturday night.
In the third period, the
Air Force 6, UAH 3 F Chargers opened the scor(2115)
ing with another power
The Air Force Falcons play goal as Charlesbois
opened the scoring two knotted his eleventh goal
and a half minutes into the of the season
opening period to take the
From then on, it was
lead 1-0.
the Air Force Falcons who
The Chargers tied the took control of the game
score in the last two min- by scoring four goals and
utes of the first period taking the win with a
when junior Steve score of 6-3.
Charlebois scored his
Air Force 6, UAH 5 F

(2116)

By Ian Fletcher

On Saturday night, the
Charges opened the scoring again with another
goal from Bushey.
Midway through the
period, the Falcons were
able to knot the score at
one.
Minutes
later,
Charlebois scored his
third goal of the weekend
and his hvelfth of the year
to give UAH a 2-1 lead
going into the first intermission.
The Falcons would
score midway through the
second period to bring the
score even at 2-2.
Freshman Jared Ross
wou Id regain the lead for
the Chargers on his seventh goal of the season,
which came on the power
play.
Air Force would tie the
game at 3-all on a power
play goal at the tale end of
the second period.
The Chargers would
start the third period on
the power play. This al-

lowed junior Joel Bresciani
to score this seventh goal
of the year and again put
the Charges in the lead by
a goal.
The seesaw battle continued, as the Falcons
were able to score two
even strength goals to put
them in the lead by a score
of 5-4.
The Chargers pulled
net
minder
Adam
Maclean to create a oneman advantage for UAH.
Unfortunately, the
Chargers were not successful in their man advantage. The Falcons were
able to score an empty net
goal to give them a 6-4
lead over the Charges.
The Chargers were able
to score another goal near
the end of the third period.
Joel Bresciani found the
back of the net for his second goal of the night and
eighth of the season.
The Chargers will faceoff against the University Charger hockey player and newcomer, Jared R088, faces oif for Ille
puckonFebruary16against theAirForceAcademy.(Pholoby.Jof Findlay in Findlay, Ohio Acosta)
on February 22 and 23.

Ladies tournament
hopes on the fringe
By Antoine Bell
lIA.H Sports Infonn,ztio,,
Dimctor

Come down to the YBC for exciting NBA
quality sports entertainmentl!
feature your student group/organization
with in-arena recognition and publici "
Ask about our rewarding
Sports Management
internship programs!!

College Nights
Feb 21 ._,. Mobile, 7 PM

Mar 14 ._,. GreenYille, 7 PM

The UAH woman's
team dropped a pair of
games last week that put
a dent into their tourney
chances.
Oakland City 76,
UAH 71 (2111)
A sluggish start by the
Lady Charger basketball
team cost them dearly
against Oakland City.
The home standing Lady
Oaks lead by as much as
21 points before holding
on for dear life down the
stretch to claim a 76-71
win over the Lady
Chargers.
The Lady Chargers
(13-10) trailed 43-26 at
halftime and 53-32 with
14:11 left in the game.
Then, behind Kim
Young, LaKendra Hogg

and Chrystalle Duncan,
the Lady Chargers staged
a nearly miraculous comeback.
UAH outscored Oakland City 35-16 run to cut
the lead to 69-67 with less
than two minutes left.
However, the Lady Oaks
hit 7-of-8 free throws
down the stretch to hang
on for the win.
Young finished t he
game with 20 points to
lead the Lady Chargers,
while Duncan poured in a
career-high 16 points,
Hogg finished with 12 and
Rachel Highfield 11.

Valdosta State 50,
UAH 47 F (2/16)
The Lady Charger basketball team shot only 29
percent from the field, including 19 percent in the
first half en route to a 5047 loss to Valdosta State in
overtime.

Reverend Roy Hulling
Cha~lain Services, Dating and Marriage
Counseling, Pregnancy Crisis Counseling, and
Depression Counseling.
For more information call:
72 1. 9496(home) or 722.9496 (office)

The Lady Chargers
scored only 13 points in
the first half on 5-of-26
shooting. Fortunately, the
Lady Blazers scored only
18 points in the first half,
allowing UAH to stay
close.
The Lady Chargers actually led by four 40-36
with 18 seconds left in the
game. But, Valdosta ~t.
made a pair of lay ups inside the final nine seconds
to tie the game at 40-all at
the end of regulation to
force overtime.
Valdosta State rolled
out to six-point lead in the
extra session and never
looked back.
The poor shooting
night by the team overall
tarnished a monster game
for senior center LaDasha
Tompkins, who burned
the Lady Blazers for 17
points and 16 rebound s.
She was the only Lady
Charger in double figures•
The Lady Chargers
chances for a tournament
appearance were dashed
with a 70-69 home court
loss to West Alaba~a
Monday night at SpragillS
Hall.
I
Senior day for the adies will be on February
23 atSp.m.
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Entertainment
The Mothman Prophecies:
Don't Waste Your Money
By Serena Baugh
E11terllli1t1111!11t Writer

Tlte Mof/1111nn Prop/Jecil's
starring Richard Gere and
Laura Linney is a totally
boring movie. However,
this movie is not only boring but is also stupid. Tt is
definitely not worth the
money for the ticket, let
alone the time one cou Id
spend doing something
else more constructive (i.e.
clipping toenails).
The story line revolves
around a reporter named
John KJein (Gere) who is
happy and married to his
wife, Mary (played by
Debra Messing). However, tragedy comes to this
happy life and a mysterious figure, the Mothman,
is the one who warns of
such events.
Years after the tragedy,
John somehow finds himself in a small West Virginian town where this
Mothman keeps on appearing and harassing the

whole town. He is warning about something
tragic that is coming to
this town, and it is up to
John to figure out everything before it happens.
He befriends a local policewoman named Conrue
Parker (Linney) in this
process.
The plot is supposed to
be based on actual events.
Hollywood is notorious
Richard Gere and Laura Linney star in Sony Picture's 11te Mot/mum
for taking a true story and l'roplucies.
Photo courtesy of http://movies.yahoo.com.
making it into a dramatic
version that is so far- that make sense.
with a feeling of being
Usually, the mixture of cheated.
fetched that the only similarities that remain from fear with suspense is a
The concept is a very
the truth to the movie ver- winning combination for good one and could have
sion are very few. How- the scientific horror/ sus- been popular since similar
ever, no one seems to have pense genre. Unfortu- conspiracy stories with
added any dramatic ele- nately, the writers could horror twists are popular
ments to this movie be- not adapt this well into the (X Files). Somehow,
cause it is impossible that true story and it really though, the writers took
the writers could inten- leaves a sour taste in the what could have been a
tionally wrote something audience's mouth. People sure thing and turned it
so drawn out and void of actually got up and left into a movie that would
a coherent plot. Surely it during this movie because not get any viewers, exis only this horrible be- it would not get to the cept the one big name in
cause it is based on a true point. No one wants to sit the cast-Gere. Debra
story and the real world for two hours of confusion
See Mothman, Page 11
does not follow scripts just to leave the movie

Grigorovich Ballet brings story
of Raymonda to Huntsville
By Sarah Penin
E1ttemzbtmmt Writer

If you like to dance,
don't like to dance, like to
watch dance, have ever
seen dancers, have ever
danced along to MTV,
tried to moonwalk down
a hallway, or do anything
dance related at all, the
Community Ballet has got
a show for you. For a little
over the price of pizza and
a movie, Huntsvillians
will soon have lhe opportunity to see the Russian
Grigorovich Ballet live at
the VBC Concert Hall.
On March 6 the worldrenowned company will
stop here again on their
annual tour. This is the
~ame group that stopped
m Huntsville last year and
gave a superb performance of "Swan Lake".
The_ company, composed
of eighty of Russia's best
dancers, includes members from such elite ballets

as the Bolshoi and the
Kirov.
While not a familiar
ballet, Roy111011do is definitely worth seeing. The
story is a bit of a fairy tale.
Imagine a well to do
Middle Ages setting with
costumes like medieval
gowns and tutus. The first
act
begins
with
Raymonda leaving her
fiancee to go fight in the
Crusades. While he is
away she dreams of him,
but then has a nightmare
about a warrior pursuing
her affections. The foreshadowing is effective
when, in the second act, a
warrior in fact appears to
court her.
Naturally she refuses
this offer and is in return
abducted. And they say
chivalry is dead! Never
fear though, she is of
course saved in the nick of
time by her beloved who
then single handedly defeats the warrior. The

A scene from a performance of R11ymo111l11 by the Russian
Grlgorovich Ballet on their national tour. Photo courtesy of the
Community Ballet's website (http://www.communityballet.org).

third act is mostly a conclusion that ties up various loose ends of the story
and includes Raymonda's
wedding.
If you are wary of ballet then you should know
that like other forms of

dance, ballet is about a lot
more than tights, tutus,
and toe shoes; and it really
isn't about the story either.
It's about communication.
Every step and every little

See Ballet, Page 11

In the
Spotlight
By Jorge Raub
E1ttutAimnmt
Editor

raubj@email.uah.edu

The 2002 Oscar
Nominees
Two weeks ago the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences announced the nominees for the
2002 Academy Awards. And now Hollywood, and
all its starry-eyed followers, awaits the moment of
truth - March 24 - when the winners will be announced. Production companies are scrambling to
turn the buzz of their nominated films into profit,
producers are busy schmoozing Oscar voters, and
Joan Rivers is up late at night pre-scripting nasty
comments for the fashionably challenged stars that
will pass by her on the red carpet. Ah, Hollywood!
Each year the Academy recognizes the film's
"best'' achievements in acting, directing, producing,
editing, cinematographing ... Well, you get it. Although the Oscars represent the most prestigious
of awards and draw all the big names from
Hollywood's reigning royalty, getting a golden guy
simply isn't a matter of achievement alone. Rather,
garnering yourself or your film a nomination and
securing a win is a combination of popularity, boxoffice receipts, artistic achievement, luck, sentimentality, and marketing.
.
The nominees for best picture represent a wide
variety of films. First is the drama A Beautiful Mind
directed by Ron Howard. This film is a biography
of mathematician John Nash. It chronicles his genius as well as his struggles with schizophrenia. A
critical and popular favorite, the film stands probably the best chance of bringing home a golden
statuette for its producers. Controversy has surrounded the film as it has been noted that although
the film depicts the complexity of this man's life and
large parts of it including his bisexuality were omitted. Russell Crowe's brilliant performance as Nash
has landed him a best actor nomination, while Jennifer Connel Iy' s portrayal of his wife has earned her
a nomination in the supporting actress category.
Representing the Academy's affinity for movies
of an epic and grand scale is nominee The l ordoft!te
Rings: Tire Fellows/rip of tire Rli1g directed by Peter
Jackson. The movie is set in mythical prehistoric
times. It follows a young hobbit named Frodo who
inherits a magic ring. He recruits a colorful cast of
characters to help him prevent the ring from falling
into the hands of the evil Lord Sauron and to destroy it. However, in trying to do this, the ring unleashes its magical powers. This film has turned
out to be an immensely popular hit, earning nearly
$300 million at the box office. However, films of the
fantasy genre tend not to win Oscars for best picture. This film had no real ending as it is part of a
trilogy, and the nomination was probably given to
it for its scope and clever mixing of live action, animation, and special effects.
In The Bedroom is a quirky independent film by

See Raub, Page 11
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Community Calendar of Events
February 21
Higher Education Day, Montgomery, Sponsored by the
Higher Education Partnership.

is hosted by the Hunts ville Council of Fashion Design- Martha Lynn Sherrod. Tickets are $7 per person. RSVP
ers. Von Braun Center West Hall. 6:30 p.m. Call 539-0001 with cash made payable to UAH-OMA by Feb. 20.
for more information. Admission charged.

March 10
February 21

February24

Huntsville Flight vs. Mobile, Von Braun Center at 7 p.m.
Call 429-1000 for more information.

The UAH Music department will be hosting the David
L. Graves Scholarship Benefit Concert to be held in the
Roberts Recital Hall on Sunday afternoon at 3 p.m. Tickets are $12 for adults and $5 for students. Proceeds go
to the David Graves Scholarship Fund. For more information please call 824-6436.

February 22-24
Tire Slrip ofDren111s-Titn11ic, Presented by Broadway Theatre League, the legendary tale of romance, adventure,
greed, and ambition told live on stage. Friday at 8 p.m.,
Saturday 2 and 8 p.m. and Sunday 2:30 p.m. Von Braun
Center Concert Hall. Call 518-6155 for more information.

February 23
Huntsville Flight vs. Roanoke, Von Braun Center at 6
p.m. Call 429-1000 for more information.
1

February 24
The HuntsviJle Art League Gallery presents Block History Mo11tlr Exlribit through February. There will be a
reception on Sunday February 24th from 3 p.m. until 5
p.m., and the public is invited. The GaJlery is located at
Market Square shopping center next to Burlington Coat
Factory, Memorial Parkway at Ointon Avenue.

r "'') 1
February 23

2002 Extravag16Jib§}ijigl,.ers Against Breast CancerPrq~ds&9.,t~Mw American Cancer Society. Showcasing jewelry and clothing by local designers. This event

February28
The Office of Multicultural Affairs announces its Annual African American History Month Luncheon in the
UC Exhibit Hall at 11:15 a.m. Keynote Speaker: Judge

The Tennessee Valley Consistory presents a Gospel Festival at 3 p.m. at Progressive Union M.B. Church Family Christian Life Center.

E11ter111btmmt Writer

1\mesvalld
~22 through 2-28
"Super Troopers (R) 1:10
4:10 7:10 9:45
I Am Sam (PG-13) 1:00
4:00 7:05 9:35

Black Hawk Down (R)
1:00 4:00 7:00
•Hart's War (R) 1:15
4:15 7:15 9:45

•crossroads (PG-13)
1:30 3:30 5:30 7:30 9:45

When you buy a gift for
someone, d o you actually
put time into thinking
about what you are going
to get them? Or, do you
just go down to the nearest super center where
you can buy your groceries and do your gift buying at the same time, and
pick up a present on the 75
percent sale rack next to
the gum and The National
Enquirer in the checkout
line?
When they open their

The Division of Student Affairs invites you to nominate outstanding undergraduate students leaders for
the Student Leadership Awards. Nomination forms are
available at the UC Information Desk or by calling 8246700 and a form will be mailed to you. Nominations
are due by 12 noon in the Office of Student Affairs, UC
Room 114.
The Huntsville Museum of Art presents Zelda by Herself, an exhibition of Zelda Fitzgerald's work. Admission to the Museum is $5 for non-members with $1 discount for seniors, military and students-children under 12 free hours are 1 to 5 Sunday, 10 to 5 Tuesday
through Saturday with extended hours Thursday from
5 to 9 p.m. and are free to the public.

By Mary Cates
E11terlllbtmmt Writl!r

Queen of the Damned
A Walk to Remember

(PG) 1:05 4:05 7:05 9:20

The Count of Monte
Cristo (PG-13) 1:05 4:05
7:05 9:35
,.Dragon.£Jy (PG-13) 1:15
4:00 7:00 9:30
•Denotes

o Passe:,

No matter how hard it
what one sees on the outside is very different from is to buy for the person
what is contained within. you h ave i n min d (or
It is qu ite easy to drive whatever b u dget your
down the street and pass on), everything is so
the little store without · unique that you can be
even thinking about it, sure they'll know that you
and you never would put at least a little thought
know what you were into their gift. By the way,
missing.
this is not a sales pitch.
Inside Signature Gal- Seriously, it would be very
lery is a world that is filled easy to go into this store,
with unique, one-of-a- and leave with no money.
kind gifts. Vibrant and Be careful!
color-saturated creations
"The average is bemade out of glass, clay, tween 200-250 artists,"
exotic wood, and metal said Karen Corp when
can all be found in the asked how many artists
little store.
the gallery holds. "I am

not really a two-dimensional gallery; I am a
three-dimensional gallery
- fine crafts, contemporary
jewelry, pottery, things
like that. I love three-dimensional work, like glass
and things you can touch,
and that is where I have
chosen to focus."
"It [art] is very personal
work, made by individuals," said Karen who left
the corporate world
twelve years ago to start
this one gallery. She believes in what she sells,
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See Signature Page 11

Karma Parade marches to a different beat

Lord of the Rings (PG13) 1:00 4:15 7:45
(R) 1:10 4:10 7:10 9:40

gift, do they sigh and say,
"Uh...
that
is
really .. .nice," or do their
eyes sparkle when they
see your gift and say,
"Alright! now that is really, really cool!" If the
second reaction is what
you seek, there is a small
little store that most certainly will help you get it.
Things that are unique
or out-of-the-ordinary almost always catch our attention. Signature Gallery
is a small, little building
that does not stand out at
all (except for the brightly
colored flag in front), but

]
D

March 14

Signature Gallery offers variety of creations
By Matt Tanton
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In case you missed
Karma Parade's performance last week at the
Corner, be sure to catch
their upcoming shows. On
February 23 at 9:00 p.m.
they'll play at Bandito
Burrito in Madison, following with a March 16
performance at Noone's

Win Tickets to tlte Movies/
Movie Thi.via:
ln what 1974 movie did Richard Gere, the starring
actor of Tire Mot/r111011 ProP.lrecies,
make his U.S. movie debut?

Gallery.
Ka r ma Parade was
formed in July 1998. Currently, Trey Cook (vocals
and keyboard) and Ken
Barnes (guitar and vocals)
are the only original members. The present lineup
includes David Hewitt
(bass and vocals) and
Dave Stanley (drums and
percussion). None of the
members have been in a
serious group before, just
"little punk bands that
lasted for two months."
Three out of the four-piece
ensemble are associated
with UAH, includin a

student, a former student,
and an alumnus.
With near fifty gigs under their belts, Karma Parade has performed at Red
Death and Ramenfest here
at UAH. They have held
court at local watering
holes such as the 19th
Hole, the Corner, Legends,
Cheers, and Bandito
Burrito. As welJ as appearing at numerous benefits
and playing out of town
performances, the band
opened for Incubus at the
last Big Spring Jam. So far
they have recorded three
CDs: S aceworth (2000),
Corn0tmlng, VA

The first 2 people with the correct answer for the
Movie 'Iiivia will win movie tickets. ONLY2 pairs
of tickets will be given away each week. No phone
calls or notes will be accepted. Ticlcets for any hivia
will be dishibuted on a first come, first serve basis
from 1 - 3 p.m. on Friday. No one who has won in
the last month is eligible for any contest or hivia.
Please see Jennifer Hill in ~~~:q,annd office only between the hoUl"S specified above. Ticlcets good at
Deature and Huntsville Carmike locations.
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Dreams and Nightmares
(2001), and Sinister
Groove (2002), which was
released only a few weeks
ago. CDs are available at
Sunburst Records, CD
Warehouse, Noone's Gallery, and at their shows.
They have tentative plans
to record a fourth CD this
summer.
Karma Parade has a
phobia of being classified,
sometimes calling their
music "rock opera improv
jazz Celtic crazy undefined." Somewhat progressive sounding, their
list of musical influences
is long and varied, but influences easily heard include Jethro Tull, Pink
Floyd and Queen with
smatterings of jazz and
classical elements mixed
in for good measure.
They were good
enough to let me sit in on
one of their practice sessions, and the most lasting
. im ression I had was the

technical proficiency of
each member. In fact, the
keyboard player has been
practicing since he was
four years old and the guitarist has been playing for
fifteen years. As they
played, they stood intent
over their instruments, not
straining or jumping
around posturing, but just
laying it down.
The music always surprises you, holding your
attention as it breaks from
haunting to pus hy and
back again, or drops into
unexpected moments of
harmonic a cappella. Long
instrumental jams accompany most songs, with
twisting themes and different motifs weaving in
and out, finally crashing
triumphantly back to the
theme.
Karma Parade's music
is cerebral: those expecting
head-banging hard rock or

See Karma Page 11
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Editorial
Letters to the Editor

l)ear Editor:

Greg Bacon shows once
again why he should stick
to writing tech columns
rather than about politics.
He seems to believe that
the ability to carry a
concealed weapon in Vermont without a permit has
kept crime rates down.
That is an absurd argument.
Vermont ranks near the
bottom in the nation in
violent crime because the
state ranks only 49th in
population and 67.8 perrent of those people live in
rural areas. It is no surprise that a small, rural
state would have lower
crime rates. In 1998, 30,708
deaths occurred from
firearms. Surely Bacon
could not believe that
more people carrying
around guns would bring
that statistic down. The
idea that laws relating to
concealed
weapons
would discourage a criminal is also wrong. A criminal obviously is not all
that concerned about the
law anyway, and a potential victim could always
be carrying a gun- regardless of CCW laws.
As for Bacon's characterization of Vermont's
stance on guns as pro-libhe
erty,
should remember that
pro-liberty is not necessar!ly good. A state's repealmg of all laws forbidding
murder would be pro-liberty, yet is that the kind of
world we want to live in?
~aps Bacon wants a return to the Wild West, but
I sure don't.

Jeremy Cameron

Dear Editor:
The great debate in the
Student Government Association as of late has
~nthe question of making the Association of
Campus Entertainment
(ACE) subservient to, or
otherwise answer to, the
S~A. There are good
points oneither side.
The pros say that it is
unfair for 5 students, cho:ien by a policy "shrouded
in secrecy," to control
Sl00,000 of student activities fees (especially when
they are "stuck·maru.
t'')
Th
e cons state that the
SCA would be too slow in
ettin an thin done

and that forcing what
theysee as a takeover
would be detrimental and
ultimately hurt those that
theSGA seeks to help.
I've seen both sides of
the issue. I've also heard
discussion on the amendment. What it seeks to do
is have the legislature of
the SGA make the call on
what events are brought to
campus and have ACE,
under the purview of the
Executive Branch of the
SGA, go about putting
these events on. My point
here is that just as the 6
million residents of the
stateofAlabamacannotall
attend state legislature
meetings, the 7 thousand
students of UAH cannot
attend SGA meetings. I
encourage our elected student officials to make this
debate public. Give the
students the opportunity
to see what this Constitutional amendment states,
whether i tbe in this newspaper or on the SGA
website, even handing out
flyers in the University
Center; to form their own
opinions on the matter,
and to have something to
correspond with their representatives and senators
about.
Furthermore, it should
be Tire Exponent insuring
the accountability of our
elected officials. The "real
world" press is constantly
badgering government
about what new goings on
they have, because it is the
right of the public to know
that information. Likewise, it is the right of us as
students, who elected
these men and women to
represent us, to know
what goes on behind the
doors of the assembly.
Where is our "SGA Correspondent''? What good is
going to all this trouble to
change things if no one
knows about it? Thank
you, readers, for your
time.
MikeAndenon
Dear Editor.

I would like to expand
on the "Dilemma of the
Undecided"
student
which has appeared in the
previous two issues of The
Exponent. Jennifer Hill's
editorial that was printed
in the February 7 issue
was insi htful, and her

suggestions were very
helpful. I work with students who some to UAH
as Undeclared majors.
Many of them have no
idea what they really want
to major in and what they
want to do after college.
Others may think they
know because a relative or
friend is in a certain career
and they wish to be like
him or her, while some
students feel pressure
from family or friends to
be in a certain major.
Often those plans, interests, and expectations
change. This is okay. Not
everyone is suited for every career. Believe me, you
are not alone. Often students will arbitrarily
check a major on their applications to UAHbecause
they do not realize they
can come in as Undeclared
or because they feel embarrassed since they are
not sure of their career
choices.
Statistics show that
most students change majors two or three times
during their undergraduate experience. This is normal and okay. It is better
to find something you are
good at and will enjoy
than to continue in a major in which you are unhappy. There are two offices on campus that work
closely with students who
are Undeclared majors.
1). The Career Services
Office, located in the Engineering Building Room
117, is a wonderful place
to begin career research.
Career Services wiU help
students select college
majors based on their academic strengths, personal
interests, experiences, etc.
They also have information on projected job
trends, salaries, where the
jobs are geographically,
etc. Faculty members
within the major department you are considering
are also excellent resources. Contrary to
popular belief, most faculty members are more
than happy to talk to students-especially if they
know you are considering
a career in their field.
2). The Academic Advising Office, located in
the University Center
Room 200, is also a good
lace to come if ou are an

tips for any UAH student.
1). Early in your college
career take a course you
know you will enjoy, one
you think you might like,
and one you know nothing about. What you find
out about the academic
world and yourself may
surprise you. 2). Join special interest clubs in a major or career you are considering. Many of these
clubs are listed in the current catalog (which I hope
you still have and are referring to occasionally) or
go by the Student Activities Office, University
Center Room 100, for
more information. You
will get to know students
with interests similar to
yours, meet faculty in
your chosen field, and
hear outside speakers
from the community that
are working in a job area
that interests you. One of
them might be more than
happy to serve as a mentor you and let you work
with him or her in a "shadowing'' program.
I hope the above suggestions have been helpfu I. If you are an Undeclared student having

Undeclared (we prefer
Undeclared to Undecided) major. If you are in
your first or second year
at UAH we can help you
decide on courses that will
apply to almost any major-those General Education
Requirements
(GERs). If you truly like a
subject and are considering it as a college major,
take it early in your college career. Almost all disciplines have introductory
courses that give you
some exposure to the major. (You may decide that
you do truly love the subject, or you may decide
that it was not at all like
what you had in high
school. Better to find out
early.) If you are currently
in a major you do not like,
there is nothing wrong
with becoming an Undeclared student until you
do find a major that suits
you. There is even a
course called Career Exploration (ED 111) for onehour credit that explores
careers and majors. It is
one J strongly suggest that
Undeclared students take.
J would also offer the
following two practical

trouble deciding on a major of if you are not sure
you are in the correct major, take advantage of the
Career Services Office and
the Academic Advising
Office. We are here to help
you and our services are
free to all UAH students.
Jamie Cay
Coordinator, Academic
Advising and Information Center
Dear Editor:
This ma}" seem of

no

consequence to you, but
your article in last weeks
edition of the Exponet,
which I am just now reading, is brilliant. I loved it
I have always been the
"hopeless romantic;"
however, your article
seems to vanquish all
hopelessness. (Well, it
helps anyway.) I have long
felt that there is no one out
there for me because no
one understands me. I
thought I was the only believer in true love; you
have proved me otherwise.
Thank
you.
Sincerely,
Christopher Michael
Penn
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Deja Vu All Over Again
islative positions ... but
let's not get caught up in
the numbers, eh?
But it's so hard to win 1111

By Greg Bacon

election! It's just a populnrtry contest, isn't it? Well,

Political Co/1111mist
gbacon@cs. uah .edu.

"Tax Me More" Fund donations as of2002/02/18: $5

Let's flagellate a deceased equine.
Watching each round of the fight over Sarah Babin's
"At His Feet'' column play out, I've found the viciousness and the venom to be extraordinarily disappointing. I should point out that I'm not nearly as religious
as my wife would like me to be, so my taking this position shouldn't be construed as coming to the defense
of a fellow True Believer. I am a libertarian, though,
and that compels me to object when someone practicing her beliefs in peace is attacked for no good reason.
Cara Stein's letter to the editor seems to be the beginning of the controversy. (I should be gentle here
because she and I have to give a group presentation
soon in CS613.) In her letter, she accused the editor of
ignorance for publishing "tripe ... religious indoctrination". However, Stein opened her letter with "Universities are supposed to be about sharing new thoughts,
philosophies, and ideas ..." and made an important
omission: a university shares these new ideas in context by contrasting them against old ideas. In Philosophy 101, for instance, students learn about Plato's Forms
or the Epimenides Paradox, both of which come from
the ancients. This contrast is vital because we need to
see where (and how) we've made mistakes in the past
and where we've been right. More importantly, educated people should be able to advance new ideas,
which requires understanding the viewpoints of one's
audience.
In other letters, Eric Jones complained that Babin
was labeled a religion columnist even though she was
writing strictly about Christianity, and Leslie Crow suggested that Babin ought to write about religion rather
than testifying. These are stunning examples of hypocrisy. Geof Morris's has the "Opinion Columnist''
label, but he doesn't write about opinion (i.e., metaopinions, whatever that would be) and hasn't received
any of the ire directed at Babin. Similarly, I have the
"Political Columnist'' label, but I consistently write my
columns from a libertarian perspective with the open
aim of encouraging readers to renounce their statism.
This puts me closer to the subversive mind control to
which the leftist attack dogs have been trying to assign
Babin and Jennifer Hill, but, for whatever reason, they
haven't sent the first bark my way. I invite them to
pick on someone their own size.
Central to libertarianism is the non-aggression principle: no one has the right to initiate force against others. This means that if someone isn't hurting anyone
except possibly himself, he ought to be left alone. Living in a free society means having to tolerate opinions
that we find offensive. (Maybe ACE and The Exponent should co-sponsor a viewing of "The People vs.
Larry Flynt''.) If you don't like the column, then don't
read it. If you have a better opinion, then start submitting your work. There's a shortage of quality writers
in colleges; just ask the poor souls over in Morton Hall.
As for the complaints about proselytization in the pages
of a publicly funded newspaper, we libertarians would
say you're getting what you deserve. Last year, the editor-in-chief was a liberal, and he aJlowed an abortion
clinic to purchase ad space-a deci ion that many readers didn't like. This, however, is a necessary consequence of dis tortions in the free market such as subsidizing a school newspaper: the editor will inevitably
make unpopular decisions, but the subsidies remove
the consumer's ability to vote with his wallet.
Vote Libertarian! Sophocleus for governor!

By Geof R Morris
Opi1tio,t KW~
morrisg@email.uah.edu
Well, the rate of completed applications for
SGA this season is a bit
slow for my taste, so I'm
going to beat this dead
horse yet one more time in
an attempt to see if he has
any life left in him. I think
so ... because this time, I'll
cover why you shouldn't
be involved in the SGA.
You know, witlr 35 posi-

over the years, I've found
the most effective way to
get elected is to just talk to
as many people as you
can. If they know who
you are, they're pretty
likely to vote for you [unless, of course, they caught
you slashing their tires in
the parking lot last week].
But meeting people can be
such a pain, right? Nah.
Best campaign tactic I ever
did was to hand out lollipops with my name on
'em ...
Of course, we 11// know

House of Representatives
to the week before Spring
Break, but they'll still meet
once or twice after Spring
Break to let the new
people know how things
work. Darn, that won't
work, either, will it?

Hey, everyone's upathetic
nt UAH, aren't they? ff
everyone's npnthetic, nothing
gets clrnnged, right? Not
everyone is apathetic at
UAH-and the ones who
aren't are the ones who get
things changed around
here. Do you want someone else, who may or may
not know how you feel
about UAH, make those
decisions for you? See,
that excuse falJs flat, too.

I live off campus and go
tlrat tire same people get home between andafter most
elected to SGA every yenr, o_fmy classes. I don't know
nglrt? It's useless tojig/rt the what's going on at UAH, so
system, so wiry try? I mean, how can I represent the stuaren't there enough Greeks to dents? You might as well
every position in the start some time, eh? Befl'//
tions t1V111lab/e in tire House
SGA?
Oh, wait, more sides, I've lived off camo_fRepresentatives, it'sjust so
elected
positions means pus for each of the last
darn lrard to get elected.
the
"Greek
voting bloc" is three academic years, and
You'd think tlrose SCA
diluted.
And,
really, it's it never slowed me down.
people would make it easier
not
like
the
Greeks
are lep- SGA has been the main
to get elected, but have they?
ers
or
something,
al- way I keep apprised of
You know, there used to be
just 14 positions in the
unicameral Legislature.
Does a 150 percent increase mean you' re more
likely to get elected? You
bet it does. It's really more
like a 300 percent increase,
since there are 55 total leg-
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though to hear some students tell it, they might as
well be. Greeks bring a lot
of passion to this campus,
and I think they make a
positive benefit-but I
think that you can, too.

what's going on around
this place.

Tire SCA upplication is i11
a pince no one c1111 find it!

No, not really. Head by
UC 106 or UC 111 and pick
one up-it'll take you all
Hey, is11 't SCA one of of a minute or two to fill
those places where you hove out. It's really rather
to /enm nil the ropes tir the simple ... and now you
first week? The SGA's have no excuse as to not
moved elections for the knowing where it is .

Tire SCA nlwnys lzns a lot
o_fpeople ru11111i1g for office,
don't !Irey? Depends on
the year. Of late, some colleges have had lots of candidates, but some have
had just enough to have
theirs elected. You might
as well put in an application-you never know if
you'll be one of the few
that gets in without much
fight.

But what ifI do put mine
in and there ore lots o_fpeople
ru11ni11g against me? What
do I do !!ten? The simplest
thing to do is to get together with other people
that are running for SGA
and create a political party
of your very own. It's
simple, really: get some
like-minded people together, campaign on a set
of common issues, and go
to town. The last time a
party was formed on this
campus, 11 of the 12 candidates got elected-and
the 121h guy was a Greek,
so there. fl know ... I ran
that party.]

But I don't know anyone
that's running! Well, 1
think you just might ...
but that's all I have to say
about that.
Seriously, put the paper
down and go fill out an
application. NOW! I
mean, you' re goofing off
and avoiding studying for
mid-terms already, so you
might as well find something else constructive to
do, eh?

Campus Club Wire
Editor's Note: ij]~, 1i:xponrnt reserves tire rrglrt to edit 11//submissionsfor co11te11t. Due to spnce requirements, please
!timl m11101111ceme11ts to approximntely 75 words. Allsubmissions 11111st be given directly to Jennifer Sharp, Managing Editor in The Exponent office, 104 University Center or emailed to Jennifer Sharp at
exponent@email.uah.edu 110 Inter thn11 2 p.m. D1I Frilllly. No submissions left tir tire drop-box will be prritled.
A111101111ce111e11ts ore preferred 011 disk. A111101111ceme11ts witlr grnplrics wtll 110/ be accepted.

Spanish Oub: The time is drawing near - come watch the Spanish movie" Butte,jly" this upcoming Tuesday,
February 26. From 6 to 9 p.m., you can enjoy this free movie as well as snacks and drinks in Morton Hall,
Room 200 - courtesy of the Spanish Club. For more information, call 325-7258.

s

Alpha Epsilon Delta and Medical Careem Oub will be having the next meeting on Friday, February 22, 2002
at 11:30 a.m. in Wilson Hall Room 111. Guest speaker will be Dr. Sandra Hullett, CEO for Cooper Green
Hospital in Birmingham, Alabama.

The UAH German Oub invites you to an informal visit and talk by Dr. K. Dannenburg
Friday, on February 22, at 1 p.m. in Morton Hall, Room 203.

ASA Scientist

The Biotechnology Pro~ Departments of Biological Sciences, Chemistry, and Material Science present
"Crystallographic Studies of the Human Prion Protein" by Dr. Vivien C. Yee from the Lerner Research Institute on Friday, February 22 at 2 p.m. in Wilson Hall 141.

The UAH Biology Oub 1s holding a meeting on Fnday, February 22 at 12:30 p.m. in Wilson Hall Room 151.
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Ballet, continued from Page 7
movement means something different, not just a
part of the story, but a feeling or emotion. It's w~at
acting would look hkc
without the words, or a
song would sound like
without notes.
"It's amazing how they
convey a story even
though they speak a different language," said
Cynthia QrunteUa, a jazz

(dance) teacher and choreographer for Community
Ballet as well as dance/ art
teacher for Johnson High
School. "The movements
of dance are a universal
language."
"They' re excellent, I
enjoy them very much.
Their dancing is unusual,
exciting, and full of surprises," noted Quintella.
She is right in that this

group of non-English
speaking dancers can take
a tale and use their bodies
to transpose it into something so communicable
and so deliberate that anybody can understand it.
Quintella also added that
even if ballet isn't your
style there is really something for everyone in

this rare opportunity, you
can get more information
by visiting the Community Ballet Website at
www.communitybaUet.org,
calling Ticketmaster, or
visiting the VBC Box Office. Tickets (with the student discount) range from
$20-$30.

lf you are interested in

those stories." So, twelve
years later, she seems to be
quite happy and content
with her decision.
Signature Ga11ery is located on Whitesburg

Drive in downtown
Huntsville. For their
hours or more information, call 536-1960 or check
them out online at
www.signaturegallerycom.

and Maggie Smith in the
best supporting actress
category.
Rounding out the
nominees for best picture
is the visually opulent
spectacle Mo11/i11 Rouge.
Representing a revival of
the movie musical, this
film scored much praise
for its inventiveness. Director Baz Luhrman combined an unusual collection of pop songs spanning the 20th century to tell
the fictionalized story of
the colorful characters of
the Monmarte district of
Paris in 1899. It worked.
Both colorful and stunning, this film was a dazzling showcase of sight
and sound combining
fast-paced experimental
photography with lavish
sets and beautiful costuming. This film is being rereleased to attract the attention to the Academy,
however it is one that

should not be missed on
the big screen. Musicals
tend not to earn many Oscar wins and the genre has
all but died out. Best actress nominee Nicole
Kidman, who was the centerpiece of this film and
gave a stunning performance, is more likely to be
the recip ient of the
Academy's graces.
Whatever your tastes,
the Academy Awards are
sure to delight and disappoint - after all, not every
deserving film and actor
can go home with an
award. onetheless, like
the movies Hollywood
creates, this annual event
is one that should not be
missed as the glamour
and
spectacle
of
Tinseltown always captivates those of us who
crowd into packed movie
theatres to enjoy its creations.

their unique sound sets
them apart and makes
them not just the same old
thing. Originality: 4 out of
5. Technicality 5 out of 5.
Rockability: 3 out of 5.

WIN

Raub, continued from Page 7
Todd Field. This film has
received heaps of critical
praise and was a favorite
at last year's Sundance
film festival, which is
what probably brought its
attention to the Academy.
It involves a family living
in Maine and revolves
around a family's reaction
to their son having an affair with an older married
woman. The acting performances in this film
have received lots of attention, and Sissy Spacek is
likely to.take home another Oscar for best actress. Also nominated
from this film were Tom
Wilkinson for best actor
and Marisa Tomei for best
supporting actress.
Gosford Park is a film
that spills over into both
the drama and come dy
genres. The film's director Robert Altman is very
likely to receive the best
director award, as he is an

accomplished di rector
who has not been recognized by the Academy so
far with a win. The story
is set in an English country estate as guests of Sir
William McCordle and his
wife assemble for a shooting party. The plot revolves around relations
between the lavish and
wealthy hosts and guests
and the servants who
scramble to make their
lives comfortable. In this
proper and luxurious setting, the audience plays
witness to a series of
events bridging class, status, and personal tragic
history that culminate in
murder. Although unlikely to receive an award
for best picture, this film
represents the Academy's
fondness for all things
British, which is represented by the film's several nominations including nods for Helen Mirren

Karma, continued from Page 8
the spirited energy of
punk will be disappointed. My field research
associate wasn't crazy
about Karma Parade. She
was turned off by their
classic rock feel. Their mu-

sic is intricate and at times
beautiful, butit'ssodifferent from what I'm used to
hearing that it didn't really
engage me on an emotional level. However I'll
definitely go to their show:

M ~ continued from Page 7
Messing, another strong
So, go and see T!te
name is also in this movie, Mol/11nn11 Prop/recies if you
but her part is so five sec- are into boring movies
onds that there is no way with creepy undertones.
sh~ c~ be considered as
If you are not into wastbeing tn a starring role.
ing your time and money,

FREE
TICKEIS
to the

then this movie is not for
you.
Sorry, Richard, we like
you better in movies that
do not suck.

Huntsville
Flight
Game
on

Should, continued from Page 1
feels that the merge is unnecessary. "ACE has the
most student attendance
out of all programs at
UAH," said Parr. He feels
ACE could make changes

-

within the organization if
students feel they are not
being represented.
Time will determine
the outcome of the amendment, yet at this time, the

amendment, which was
originally proposed by
SGA President, Dale Jobes,
and Geof Morris, is at a
standstill.

Voting, continued from Page 1
ting elected," said Morris.
Jobes invited more students from various departments on campus to

participate in this election
and said that the doors of
the SGA are always open.
Ifyouhaveanyquestions,

Comer
By Dale Jobes
SGAPruidmt
jobesd@hotmail.com

Rnymondn.

------------

Signature, continued from Page 8
and she knows all of the pieces have a story behind
stories behind every piece them; there is a person
of art/merchandise at the who makes them, not a
gallery.
factory. You need some"Part of what sells this body that cares about the
work is that all of these business, and can tell

'n!siden~

please call the SGA office
at 824-6375.

Thursday
Night,
February 21 .
Come by
The Exponent
Office
UC, Room l 04.

There are many important events and opportunities currently going on at UAH. Higher Education Day is Thursday. Also, if you are interested in
running for an SGA position you must have your
application form turned in b y March 1. Applications are available in the SGA office and the U.C.
front desk.
Today, I am once again going to write about
Higher Education in the state of Alabama. This will
be quite similar to the one I wrote a couple of weeks
ago to make sure everyone had an opportunity to
read it. Once again Governor Siegleman has lied to
Higher Education. What a surprise that is, he has
only lied to us, about five times nt.>w. By th~ way,
when I say us I mean Higher Edncatian.
The Governor and the University Presidents had
a meeting with the Governor in early January. The
Governor stated that Higher Education would receive one-third of the Education Trust Fund Budget
and the remaining two-thirds would go to K-12 and
two-year schools. If you recall this number, it is because we pushed for it last year. A one-third/ twothfrds cut is plausible, because I believe it used to be
that way about six years ago before Higher Education received a big cut under Fob James' term. Needless to say, Governor Siegleman lied to the University Presidents.
The budget was introduced a week or two ago
and the percentage was 28 percent Higher Education and 72 percent K-12 and two-year schools. Lie
number one. Consequently, the University of Alabama System Chancellor, Dr. Portera, called the Governor and asked him why Higher Education's budget was 5 percent less than the Governor stated in
the earlier meeting. The Governor stated it was a
mistake and would be changed.
A couple of weeks ago the budget was presented
and Higher Education was still at percent. Lie number two. Hmmm, sounds like last year. Since this
budget hasn't been voted on and most likely won't
be voted on until after Higher Ed Day we must all
try to attend Higher Education Day in Montgomery
on Thursday, February 21. SGA currently has two
busses set aside and a couple of vans and will get
more if needed to give students a ride to Montgomery and back.
Higher Education last year consisted of 3,000 supporters of Higher Education from across the state.
Over half of the people attending the event were students. We, UAH students, must participate in this
event and support Higher Education. You will receive a free meal ticket and have the opportunity to
meet your House and Senate representation in Montgomery.
Also, if you are looking for a job bring your resume and you will have an opportunity to attend
the Business Council of Alabama's job fair. This is
important for the future, the past, and the present of
UAH. A diploma from a University is only as good
as the University is. We must make our University
better and support our advocates in Montgomery
and statewide.
If you are interested in attending Higher Education Day, call the SGA office at 824-6375 or come by
the office and sign up. SGA has passed a resolution
to ask professors to reschedule classes on February
21 for Higher Education Day, but you as a student
must notify them and ask them if they will be rescheduling classes. Also, be su re to come by the SGA
office whether you can go to Montgomery or not
and sign the Tax Reform sign that we will be bringing to Higher Education Day.
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Classifieds
MISCELLANEOUS

TRAVEL

FOR SALE

Wanted: Science Students. There will be a Biology Club
meeting February 19 at 11:30 and the 22 at 12:30 in the
reading room across from room 141 Wilson Hall. Everyone who is interested should attend.

Spring Break 2002 - Travel with SI'S to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas or Florida. Promote trips on-campus to earn
cash and free trips. Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

"Solid walnut desk made by Indiana Desk Co, 60" x
36", double pedestals, four regular drawers, one filing
drawer, and one center drawer with lock. Excellent condition. $200 call 880-9414"
1986 Black BMW 3251. $1,480, needs small repairs.
Runs, sharp looking. Call Cedric 533-3570.

.··'

·-

.r--·

I •

'93 Honda Civic EX; s unroof; new tires; nice car; cheap
on gas; $4000. Call 256-228-6652.
1986 Black BMW 3251. $1,480, needs small repairs.
Runs, sharp looking. Call Cedric 533-3570.
Numerous household goods to include: microwave
oven, bedroom set, love seat, child's lamp, suitcase,
chair, moving boxes, B&W TV (12''), original watercolors starting at $300 and other items. Call Kenneth at
882-0173 (day).

FOR RENT

Circling Around

Across

Crossword 101

By Ed Canty

2

3

4

8

7

I

II

11

12

1

14

1 Unshakable
5 Fifth wheel

2-bed, 2-bath apartment sublease, in QuailPointe (1010
Henderson Rd.), just behind the UAH off-campus bookstore. Spacious rooms, quiet neighborhood, within
walking distance to UAH. 1\vo female UAH students
are sharing it, one is leaving. Will sublease half or all of
it. Lease valid till the end of July, renewable. The original rent is $460/month for the whole apartment, you
can have it for discounted price. Please call 8.37-2436
(H) or 824-3138 (0) for details.

IO Girl
14 Song
15 Jury, e.g.
16 Golden Ruic word
17 Umpteen
18 Circus employee
20 Frosh course
21 Parisian father
22 Adhesive
23 Entices
25 Com wrapper
27 Pool worker
29 Scientific investigation
33 Florida voting problem
34 Colt's Moms
35 Promissory note
36 Make over
37 Peace symbols
38 If or buts connector
39 Consumed
40 Morsels
41 Racing sleds
42 Side by side
44 Doorway, e.g .
45 Put to sleep
46 Fettuccine
48 British big wig
51 Ernie's partner
52 Annoy
55 Wedding party member
58 Actor Alda
59 Prayer ending
60 Aida, e.g.
61Haclcman
62 Hauls
63 Informative
64 Border

Down
I Reputation
2 OPEC member
3 Rabble-rouser

39
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or answers to
go online at www.uahexponent.com; click on
"'Xword Answers"' on the Navi ation Bar

G2

4Migbt
5 Fling

6 Couples
7 Ms. Bancroft

8Area:Abbr
9Trce
10 Capital ofZambia
11 Picnic visitors
12 Leave as is
13 Angry
19 Church parts
21 NFL player
24 Change by reversal
25 •• - - Johnny"
26Employs
27 Waste
28 Greek letter
29 Bolero composer
30 Racoon like
31 Cryptographer
32 Loose woman
34 Roadhouse
37 Herb

38 Relative

41 For fear that
43 Arranges
46 Equals

47 Orderly arrangement
48 Holy terror
49 Luxurious car
50 In a different way
5 1 Prepare tea
53 Called
54 Hinge joint
56 Longtime
57 Copycat
sa Mature

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREEi
Classified ads in ~ql? ~xpnnntf are free for
all UAH students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact i41? ixvnnl?uf, attention Jennifer
Sharp, Managing Editor at 824-6090 for
more information or bring your ad by our
office in room 104 of the University Center.
You can also contact ~~l? ~xpnnmf office
by fax at 824-6096, or by email at
exponent@email.uah..edu.
(lkrllllmefar 111/clllSS{/ids to be fumed ,n is no /11/er tlum 4 p.m. on the
Montllly befa" the nm paper is scltettuled to be published. Allfe
clllSS{/ids w,// runfar two wtd:s unless otherwise SfXClfied.)

D<>n't go around saying
the world owu you a
living. The world owes
you nothing. It was here
first.

•••Mark Twam

40 Advertisement
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EVER WANTED
TO M EET A
NASA SCIEN TIST?
DR K DANNENBURG
NASA SCIENTIST
FEBRUARY 22 AT 1 P.M.
IN MORTON HALL. ROOM 203
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE UAH GERMAN CLUB

